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SET II
PART – C
ENGLISH
(Marks : 100)
Directions : (Q.No. 51-55
Read the following passage and answer the following questions:
Rabindranath Tagore was born in 1861, four years after the tragedy of the
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mutiny had threatened to …. British influence in India. At that time, modern western
inventions had barely gained a foothold in India, railways were in their infancy and
machinery was regarded with suspicion. The superstitions dread of losing the caste by
crossing the ocean kept all but a few daring spirits at borne, so the Indian knew little
of any land but his own. But the work of mission schools had begun to arouse a desire
Madras and Bombay.
51)

According to passage, the Mutiny took place in the year ______
1) 1861

3) 1865

4) None of the three

By the time when Tagore was born, the Indian Railways were _____
3) in the beginning phase

2) Not three

4) Static

w

1) very much developed

The people of those period had a belief that those who cross the sea will loose

w
w

53)
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2) 1857
52)
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for education, and the first Indian universities had just been founded at Calcutta,

their _______

54)

1) caste

3) citizenship

2) money

4) job

The schools were first established in India by the _____
1) The government who wanted to
2) The universities started at Calcutta, Bombay and Madras
3) The people who were afraid of crossing the ocean
4) The Christians who wanted to spread their religion

57)

58)

1) old age

3) Childhood

2) Youth

4) cleverness

The publication of lyrical ballads marks the beginning of
1) Elizabethan period

3) classical period

2) Romantic period

4) Period of renaissance

P.B. Shelley was born in the year ____
1) 1798

3) 1790

2) 1802

4) 1792
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The synonym for the word “infancy” is _____
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55)

“Elegy” means _____

1) a poem lamenting for the dead

2) a poem celebrating the wedding
3) a poem eulogising the hero

4) a poem criticizing the foolish
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1) England

3) Ireland

2) Scotland

4) Midland

“A Red, Red Rose” is a poem written by ___

w
w

60)

W.B. Yeats is a poet from _____

w

59)

61)

62)

1) William Blake

3) William wordsworth

2) Robert burns

4) P.B. Shelley

“Ferrara” referred in the poem “my last duchess” is a/an____
1) King of Greek

3) Pointer in greace

2) Duke of Italy

4) city in Italy

“The purging of the emotions or relieving of emotional tensions, especially
through certain kinds of art, as tragedy or music ___ is called _____

63)

1) Denouement

3) catharsis

2) Angnorasis

4) Chorus

“A short story that tells a moral truth often using animals as characters” is
called____
3) Novelette

2) Allegory

4) Picaresque

“Exaggeration by means of often ludicrous distortion of parts or characteristics’
is called 1) Image

3) Protagonist

2) Caricature

4) Feste

Hedger Allam poistory” the telt tale heart” is considered a classic of the ___
1) Historical fiction
2) Romantic fiction

66)
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2) Flash back

3) Respect

4) Day dream

1) Puritan

3) Agnostic

2) Transcendentalist

4) Augustan

w

69)

4) Satirical fiction

Emily Dickinson can be considered a/an ___

w
w

68)

3) Gothic fiction

“Reverie” means _____
1) Dream

67)
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65)
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64)

1) Fable

The poem “Stopping by the woods on a Snowy Evening” is written in ____

1) Iambic tetrameter

3) ballad meter

2) heroic conflated

4) blank verse

“Harmonium” is a book of poetry written by the American
1) Emily Dickinson

3) Walleu Stevens

2) Edgar Allan pal

4) Robert Frost

71)

72)

“Paddy” in the play “The Hairy Ape” is a ______
1) Bar waiter

3) School teacher

2) Ship worker

4) wealthy socialite

“Mildred Donglas” in the play the Hairy Ape is a/an
1) Ship worker

3) Labour secretary

2) Bar waiter

4) Wealthy socialite

Besides walden, H.D. thorean also wrote an essay entitled___
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70)

1) The American scholar

3) Civil Disobedience

2) The philosophy of composition 4) I too have a dream

75)

77)
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3) Self-defeat

2) Self-reliance

4) Hallucination

The first title that Jane Austen garne to her novel pride and prejudice was
1) Sense and sensibility

3) Final impressions

2) Second Encounter

4) First impressions

The protagonist of the novel Pride and Prejudice is ____
1) Jane Burnet

3) Mary Beunet

2) Elizebath Bennet

4) Lydia Beunet

A person who is total abstainer from all alcoholic drinks is called ____

w
w

76)

1) Misanthropopism
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74)

One of the important thanes of Walden is _____

w

73)

1) Drunkerd

3) Misanthrope

2) Cavalier

4) Teetotaller

choose the sentence with the correct punctuation
1) “Will you come to my house,” he asked.
2) “Will you come to my house!” he asked.
3) “Will you come to my house?” he asked.
4) “Will you come to my house?” He asked.

78)

The words write, rite are examples for_________
1) Homophones

3) Allophones

2) Homonyms

80)

“Kims Kids kept kiting” is an example for
1) Hyperbole

3) Apostropole

2) Alliteration

4) Euphemism

I don’t know the reason_ ____ his going home.
1) To

3) upon

2) on
81)

4) of

Cholera has broken__________ in the down.
1) On

3) against

2) Out

83)

The synonym of the “Obstinate” is________
1) Observe

3) Stubborn

2) Flexible

4) remote
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82)

4) off
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79)

4) Synonyms

Choose the correct sentence:
1) The apple tastes sweet

2) The apple is tasting sweet
3) The apple taste sweet

4) The apple tasting sweet

He is in the habit of hiving fast

.e
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84)

and will soon go bankrupt. The meaning of

the underlined word is__________
1) Running quickly

1) Goa

2) Hayavadama

86)

87)

4) living humbly

Besides Nagamandala, Girish Karnad also wrote_________

w
w

85)

w

2) Spending frugally

3) Spending lavishly

3) Mukta-dhava
4) The Post-office

The sub-title of the play “Nagamandal” is____________

1) Play with an old woman

3) Play and Myth

2) Play with a play

4) Play with a cobra

The main character of the novel Train to Pakistan is _
1) Kushwanth singh

3) Jugga singh

2) Hari singh

90)

91)

1) Romantie

3) Absurd

2)Mystical

4) Post modern

Toru Duth is an Indian Poet who Wrote in English and ______
1)Bengali

3)Hindi

2)Sanskrit

4) French

Sri Aurobindo was born in__________________
1) 1872

3) 1860

2)1772

4) 1857

English had barrowed the word “Pistol” from______
1) German
2) French

92)

2) Scandinavian

97)

4) French

3) French

4) German

English barrowed the word “Fest” from
3) German

2)Scandinavian

4)German

w

1) French

English barrowed the word “Mongoose” from_________

w
w

96)

3) Spanish
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2) Scandinavian

95)

4) Sanskrit

English barrowed the word “honor” from_________
1) Latin

94)

3) Scandinavian

The word “banana” is barrowed by English from_____
1) German

93)
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Sri Aurobindo’s thought the Paradete is a _________Poem
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88)

4) Ram singh

1) Telugu

3) German

2) French

4) Scandinavian

“Fridge” is the colloquial from of the word__________

1) Freezer

3) Refrigerator

2)Fridgdoor

4) Freezing Vessel.

The formation of the word “motel” is called________
1) Symopation

3) Telescoping

2)False Etymology

4) Portmanteau Blending

98)

The word “Text Book” is an example for the type of word formation
called____

99)

1) Telescoping

3) False Etymology

2) Compounding

4) Metanalysis

“Prauv” is the abbreviation of the word________
1) Primeval

3) perambulator

2) Presidential

4) Primitive

1) The word formation by imitation of a sound
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100) “Onomatopoeia” Means____________
2) The narrative following the Omniscient Narrative
3) The judgment after a long trial

4) The method of selecting the right one from a group
1) Illicit
2) elicit
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101) The sole aim of the police is to ________ information from the spy
3) allude

4) implore

102) “Epistle” means a ---------1) Sermon
2) Judgment

3) Letter

4) Baptism

103) Who defined “Novel” as a “comic epic in Prose”?
3) E.M Forster
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1) T.S.Eliot

2) Henry Fielding

4) Thomes Hardy

104) Mrs. Malaprop is a character in the play_________
3) The Rivals

2) Othello

4) the Alchemist

w
w

w

1) Hamlet

105) choose the correct sentence:1) Popularity

3) Similar

2) Accident

4) character

106) choose the correct sentence:1) I avoid to speak to her
2) I avoid to speaking to her
3) I avoiding speaking to her

4) I avoided to speak to her
107-111):Directions:- Read the following poem and answer the questions:Dance there upon the shore
What need have to care
For wind or waters roar?
That the salt drops have wet
Being young you have not know
The fool’s triumph, nor yet
Love lost as soon as won,
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Nor the best labourer dead
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And tumble out your hair

And all sheanes to bind.
What need you to dread

The monstrous crying of wind?

107) the wind and waters roar can’t_____________the child
1) Disturb

4) look at
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2) Attract

3) call

108) it is Obvians that the hair of the child was

w

1) Dry

w
w

2) Fair

3) wet

4) gray

109) “The fool’s triump” reflects the worlds________
1) Happiness

3) Discipline

2) Orderlies

4) whimsicality

110) “Sheaves” means____________
1) shells in the shore
2) Stalks of corn in the field

3) Leaves in a bush
4) Corals in waters

111) “the monstroms crying of wind” symbolizes:1) Love of the Nature for fellow human being
2) The craving of the mom for lot of food
3) Tragic Nature of human Experience
4) Affection of Nature for human being
112) Oh! I finally got the reward.
The underlined word is a/an____
3) Conjunction

2) Interjection

4) Adjective

113) they go everywhere together
1) Verb
2) Adjective
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The underlined word is a /an
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1) Preposition

3) preposition

4) Adverb

114) the Students entered the classroom when the bell rang.
It is a ____________sentence
1) Simple

4) passive
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2) Complex

3) Compound

115) the principal presided over the meeting-

w

The passive voice of the Above sentence is__________

w
w

1) The meeting was presided over by the Principal
2) The meeting was being presided by the Principal.
3) The meeting was presided by the Principal.
4) The meeting had presided over by the Principal .

116) my pew is inferior________hes.
1) to

3) of

2) Than

4) upon

117) we returned have and found that we had left the house untocked.
The ‘simple’ form the above sentence is_______
1) when we returned have we found that we had left the house unlocked.
2) as we returned have we found that we had left the house unlocked.
3) we returned have to find tht we had left the house unlocked
4) though we returned have we found tht we had left the house unlocked

The indirect speech of the sentence is _______
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118) he said, ‘ “ I will meet the doctor tomorrow”
1) He said that he will meet the doctor tomorrow.

2) He said that he would meet the doctor next day.
3) He said that I would meet the doctor tomorrow.
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4) He said that we would meet the doctor tomorrow.

119) the name of the wife in the story “The Gift of Magi” is_______
1) Portia
2) Mary

3) Darcy
4) Della

120) “Sonnet” is a Poem is a specific form originated in_______
2) Italy

3) Greece
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1) Spain

4) England

w

121) “Any andirons parody or grotesque caricature” is called______

w
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1) Puny

2) Arabesque

3) Masque
4) Burlesque

122) John Milton’s “comes” is a/an_______
1) Companion poem

3) pastoral elegy

2) Masque

4) Sonnet

123) “Othello” is the moor of______
1) Florence

3) Venice

2) Denmark

4) Illyria

124) who is called” the wisest, brightest and meanest” of human kind?
1) Dr. Samuel Johnson

3) Oliver wilde

2) Francis Bacon

4) Osear Wild

125) The character “Sir Roger De Conerley “ was devised by__________
1) Richard Steele

3) Daniel Defoe

2) Richard Burbage

4) Joseph Addison

1) 1772

3) 1672

2) 1872

4) 1702
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126) Joseph Addison was born in the year__________

1) Chocolate
2) Hotdog
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127) In American English the word “Biscuit “ is called
3) cookie

4) Burger

128) choose the righty spelt word in American English:1) colour

4) Harbour
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2) Favorite

3) Flavor

129) The character “Pick wick” is reated by__________
3) Thomas Hardy

2) William Shakespeare

4) R.K.Narayan

w
w

w

1) Charles Dickens

130) “Piphthong” is also called as______
1) Sliding consonant

3) gliding vowel

2) Double consonant

4) double vowel

131) He said that he wad very Pleased_____my work
1) On

3) at

2) With

4) of

132) “A study and description of word formation in language” is called
1) Linguistion

3) Phonetics

2) verbosity

4) Morphology

133) complete the idiomatic expression:1) Put

3) made

2) Dried

4) cooked

134) My friend turned ____my request
3) against

2) out

4) of
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1) down
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It is wrong to their that there is any cut and ______

135) the synonym of the word “Forbid” is_______
1) allow
2) welcome

3) prohibit
4) allude

136) A medicine that induces sleep is called________
1) Analgesic
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2) Norcotie

3) Antipyretic
4) convalgent

137) at twenty five a change came over him
3) preposition

2) Adjective

4) conjunction

w
w

w

1) Article

138) I letters since nine O’clock this morning.
1) has been writing

3) an writing

2) have been writing

4) write

139) I thought he _________ be at home
1) might

3) can

2) may

4) will

140) The book “the Pilgrims progress” in written by__
1) Jeffory chancer

3) John Burnyan

2) John Milton

4) Daniel Defoe

141) Rabindranath Tagore got Nobel Prize for literature in the year ___
1) 1902

3) 1947

2) 1913

4) 1925

1) Novel

2) Journal
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142) “My experience with truth” is M.K.Gandhi’s __________

3) Biography 4) Autobiography

143) Choose the correct sentence:
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1. He died and unknown are penniless.
2. He died and unknown penniless.

3. He died, unknown and penniless.
4. He died, unknown, penniless.

144) The idiom “The Alfa and Omega” means _____

3) Greek and Latin

2) Beginning and end

4) Sense and non-sense
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1) The beautiful object

145) The word “Capricious” means _______
3) Whimsical

2) to fill the hand

4) to be intelligent

w
w

w

1) to wear a cap

146) The noun form of the adjective “Fertile” is _____
1) Fertilous

3) Fertity

2) Fertiness

4) Fertility

147) Hardly had he reached the airport _____
1) When the plane took off

3) so the plane took off

2) Then the plane took off

4) and the plane took off

148) It _____ for the last four hours
1) is raining

3) has been raining

2) rains

4) rain

149) The phonetic transcription for the word ‘arrangement’ is _____
1) x’re…..

3) ……

2) ……

4) …

All that ______ is not gold
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150) Choose the right word missing in the following saying :
3) dangles

2) glazes

4) glitters

w
w
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1) sparkles

